Abstract. We present a size-aware type system for first-order shapely function definitions. Here, a function definition is called shapely when the size of the result is determined exactly by a polynomial in the sizes of the arguments. Examples of shapely function definitions may be matrix multiplication and the Cartesian product of two lists. The type checking problem for the type system is shown to be undecidable in general. We define a natural syntactic restriction such that the type checking becomes decidable, even though size polynomials are not necessarily linear or monotonic. Furthermore, a method that infers polynomial size dependencies for a non-trivial class of function definitions is suggested. 
Introduction
We explore typing support for checking size dependencies for shapely first-order function definitions (functions for short). The shapeliness of these functions lies in the fact that the size of the result is a polynomial in terms of the arguments' sizes.
Without loss of generality, we restrict our attention to a language with polymorphic lists as the only data-type. For such a language, this paper develops a size-aware type system for which we define a fully automatic type checking procedure.
A typical example of a shapely function in this language is the Cartesian product, which is given below. It uses the auxiliary function pairs that creates pairs of a single value and the elements of a list. To get a Cartesian product, cprod does this for all elements from the first list separately and appends the resulting intermediate lists. Furthermore, the function definition of append is assumed:
cprod(x , y) = match x with | nil ⇒ nil | cons(hd , tl ) ⇒ append(pairs(hd , y), cprod(tl , y)) where pairs(x , y) = match y with | nil ⇒ nil | cons(hd , tl ) ⇒ cons(cons(x , hd , nil), pairs(x , tl ))
Given two lists, for instance [1, 2, 3] and [4, 5] , it returns the list with all pairs created by taking one element from the first list and one element from the second list: [ [1, 4] , [1, 5] , [2, 4] , [2, 5] , [3, 4] , [3, 5] ]. Hence, given two lists of length n and m, it always returns a list of length nm containing pairs. This can be expressed in a type by
Shapeliness is restrictive, but it is an important foundational step. It makes type checking decidable in the non-linear case and it allows to infer types "outof-the-box", since experimental points are positioned exactly on the graph of the polynomial. Exact sizes will be used in future work to derive lower/upper bounds on the output sizes because many non-shapely functions may be transformed into shapely in such a way that the new functions output-size polynomial will be an lower/upper bound for output sizes of the original function. We need such bounds for our AHA project.
Related work
Information about input-output size dependencies is applied in time and space analysis and optimization, because run time and heap-space consumption obviously depend on the sizes of the data structures involved in the computations. Knowledge of the exact size of data structures can be used to improve heap space analysis for expressions with destructive pattern matching. Amortized heap space analysis has been developed for linear bounds by Hofmann and Jost [5] . Precise knowledge of sizes is required to extend this approach to non-linear bounds. Another application of exact size information is load distribution for parallel computation. For instance, size information helps to distribute a storage effectively and to safely store vector fragments [3] .
The analysis of (exact) input-output size dependencies of functions itself has been explored in a series of work. Some interesting work on shape analysis has been done by Jay and Sekanina [7] . In this work, a shapely program expression is translated into a corresponding abstract program expression over sizes. Thus, the dependency of the result size on the argument sizes has the form of a program expression. However, deriving an arithmetic function from it is beyond the scope of their work.
Functional dependencies of sizes in a recurrent form may be derived via program analysis and transformation, as in the work of Herrmann and Lengauer [6] , or through a type inference procedure, as presented by Vasconcelos and Hammond [12] . Both results can be applied to non-shapely functions, higherorder functions and non-linear size expressions. However, solving the recurrence equations to obtain a closed-form solution is left as an open problem for external solvers. In the second paper monotonic bounds are studied.
To our knowledge, the only work yielding closed-form solutions for size dependencies is limited to monotonic dependencies. For instance, in the well-known work of Pareto [8] , where non-strict sized types are used to prove termination, monotonic linear upper bounds are inferred. There linearity is a sufficient condition for the type checking procedure to be decidable.In the series of works on polynomial quasi-interpretations [1] one studies polynomial upper bounds. The checking and inference rely on real arithmetic. Our approach differs twofold. Firstly, quasi-interpretations give monotonic bounds. With non-monotonic size dependencies polynomial quasi-interpretations may lead to significant overestimations. Secondly, to get exact bounds we use integer arithmetic instead of the real one.
The approaches summarized in the previous paragraphs either leave the (possibly undecidable) solving of recurrences as a problem external to their approach, or are limited to monotonic dependencies.
Contents of the paper
In this work, we go beyond monotonicity and linearity and consider a type checking procedure for a first-order functional programming language (section 2) with polynomial size dependencies (section 3). We show that type checking is reduced to the entailment checking over Diophantine equations. Type checking is shown to be undecidable in general, but decidable under a natural syntactic condition ("no-let-before-match", section 4). We suggest a method for type inference in section 5. It terminates on a nontrivial class of shapely functions. It non-terminates when either the function under consideration non-terminates, or it is not shapely, or its correct size dependency is rejected by the type-checker due type-checker's incompleteness. (Note that there is no complete shapeliness-checker.)
In section 6 we define a heap-aware semantics of types and expressions and sketch the proof of the soundness statement with respect to this semantics. Finally, in section 7 we overview the results and discuss further work.
Language
The typing system is designed for a first-order functional language over integers and (polymorphic) lists.
The syntax of language expressions is defined by the following grammar, where c ranges over integer constants, x and y denote zero-order program variables, and f denotes a function name (the example in the introduction used a sugared version of this syntax):
The syntax distinguishes between zero-order let-binding of variables and firstorder letfun-binding of functions. In a function body, the only free program variables that may occur are its parameters: FV (e 1 ) ⊆ {x 1 , . . . , x n }. The operational semantics is standard, therefore the definition is postponed until it is used to prove soundness (section 6.1).
We prohibit head-nested let-expressions and restrict sub-expressions in function calls to variables to make type-checking straightforward. Program expressions of a general form may be equivalently transformed to expressions of this form. It is useful to think of the presented language as an intermediate language.
Type System
Sized types are derived using a type and effect system in which types are annotated with size expressions. Size expressions are polynomials representing lengths of finite lists and arithmetic operations over these lengths:
where n, possibly decorated with sub-and superscripts, denotes a size variable, which stands for any concrete size (natural number). For any natural number k, n k denotes the k-fold product n * . . . * n. Zero-order types are assigned to program values, which are integers and finite lists. The list type is annotated by a size expression that represents the length of the list:
where α is a type variable. Note that this structure entails that if the elements of a list are lists themselves, all these element-lists have to be of the same size. Thus, instead of lists it would be more precise to talk about matrix-like structures. For instance, the type L 6 (L 2 (Int)) is given to a list which elements are all lists of exactly two integers, such as [ [1, 4] , [1, 5] , [2, 4] , [2, 5] , [3, 4] , [3, 5] ].
It is easy to see that sets L 0 (L m (Int)) are equal and contain the single el-
Everywhere below τ (decorated with sub-or superscripts) denote in fact the canonical representative of τ ≡ . The equivalence expresses the fact that sizes of lists that do not exist, because a containing list is empty, are not important.
The sets FV (τ ) and FVS (τ ) of the free type and size variables of a type τ are defined inductively in the obvious way.
Zero-order types without size or type variables are ground types:
First-order types are assigned to shapely functions over values of a zeroorder type. Let τ
• denote a zero order type of which the annotations are all size variables. First-order types are then defined by:
for all instantiations * of type variables with size expressions.
Recalling the Cartesian product from the introduction, one expects append to be of type
A context Γ is a mapping from zero-order variables to zero-order types. A signature Σ is a mapping from function names to first-order types. The definition of FVS (−) is straightforwardly extended to contexts.
Typing rules
A typing judgment is a relation of the form D; Γ Σ e : τ , where D is a set of Diophantine equations which is used to keep track of the size information. In the current language, the only place where size information is available is in the nil-branch of the match-rule. The signature Σ contains the type assumptions for the functions that are going to be checked.
In the typing rules, D p = p means that p = p is derivable from D from equational reasoning in the ring of integers. D τ = τ is a shorthand that means that τ and τ have the same underlying type and equality of their size annotations is derivable. The typing judgment relation is defined by the following rules:
The rule LetFun demands that all defined functions, including recursive ones, must be in the domain of the signature, and the corresponding first-order type must pass type-checking. We do not prohibit calls of not-defined functions in the code. In practice, a type checker may allow calls of undefined within the given code functions. This happens when a specification comes from a trusty source. Such relaxed treatment of LetFun does make sense for functions written in another language. However, for the soundness proof one needs all called functions to be defined within an expression under consideration.
The type system needs no conditions on non-negativity of size expressions. Size expressions in types of meaningful data structures are always non-negative. The soundness of the type system (section 6.2) ensures that this property is preserved throughout (the evaluation of) a well-typed expression.
Example of type checking
Because for every syntactic construction there is only one typing rule that is applicable, type checking is straightforward. In the introduction, the Cartesian product was presented using a "sugared" syntax. Here, we present the cprod function in the language defined in section 2.
Functions pairs and append are assumed to be defined in the core syntax of the language as well. Hence, Σ contains the following types:
where e cprod is the function body. This is demanded by the first branch of the LetFun-rule. Applying the Match-rule branches the proof:
Applying the Nil-rule to the Nil-branch gives n = 0 n * m = 0, which is trivially true. The Cons-branch is proved by applying the Let-rule twice. This results in three proof obligations:
From the applications of the FunApp-rule to Bind-z1 and Bind-z2 it follows that τ 1 should be L m (L 2 (α)) and τ 2 should be L (n−1) * m (L 2 (α)). Lastly, applying the FunApp-rule to Body yields the proof obligation (n − 1) * m + m = n * m, which is true in the axiomatics.
Example with negative coefficients
In contrast to the system presented by Vasconcelos and Hammond [12] , where only subtraction of constants are allowed, our system allows negative coefficients in size expressions. Of course, this is only a valid size expression if the polynomial is non-negative for all values of its variables. Here, we show an example where this is the case. Given two lists, the function "subtracts" elements from lists simultaneously, till one of the lists is empty. Then, the Cartesian product of the rest list with itself is returned:
.
It can be checked that sqdiff has type
L n (α) × L m (α) → L (n 2 +m 2 −2 * n * m) (L 2 (α)).
Decidability Issues for Type Checking
In the examples above, type checking ends up with a set of entailments like n = 0 0 = n * m or m + m * (n − 1) = m * n that have to hold. However, we show that there is no procedure that can check all entailments that possibly arise. To make type checking decidable, we formulate a syntactical condition on the structure of a program expression that ensures the entailments have a trivial form. The idea is to prohibit pattern-matchings in a let-body.
Type checking in general is undecidable
We show that the existence of a procedure that may check all possible entailments at the end of type checking is reduced to Hilbert's tenth problem: whether there exists a general procedure that given a polynomial with integer coefficients decides if this polynomial has natural roots or not. 2 Matiyasevich [10] has shown that such a procedure does not exist. This means that type checking, in the general case, is undecidable as well.
We show that type checking is reducible to a procedure of checking if arbitrary size polynomials of shapely functions have natural roots. It turns out that the latter is the same as finding natural roots of integer polynomials. Consider the following expression e H with free variables x 1 , . . . , x k :
.., n k ) (α), with i = 0, 1, 2. Then at the end of the type checking procedure we obtain the entailment:
Even if p and p 1 are not equal, say p 1 = 0 and p = 1, it does not mean that type checking fails; it might not be possible to enter the "bad" nil-branch. To check if the nil-branch is entered means to check if p 0 = 0 has a solution in natural numbers. Thus, a type-checker for any size polynomial p 0 must be able to define if it has natural roots or not.
Checking if any size polynomial has roots in natural numbers, is the same as checking whether an arbitrary polynomial has roots or not. For polynomials q(n 1 , . . . , n k ) = 0 if and only if q 2 (n 1 , . . . , n k ) = 0 so it is sufficient to prove that the square of any polynomial is a size polynomial for some shapely function. First, note that any polynomial q may be presented as the difference q 1 − q 2 of two polynomials with non-negative coefficients 3 . So, q 2 = (q 1 − q 2 ) 2 is a size polynomial, obtained by superposition of sqdiff with q 1 and q 2 . Here q 1 and q 2 are size polynomials with positive coefficients for corresponding compositions of cprod and append functions.
So, existence of a general type-checker reduces to solving Hilbert's tenth problem. Hence, type checking is undecidable.
We can show this in a more constructive way using the stronger form of the undecidability of Hilbert's tenth problem: for any type-checking procedure I one can construct an expression, for which I fails to give the correct answer. We will use the result of Matiyasevich who has proved the following: there is a one-parameter Diophantine equation W (a, n 1 , . . . , n k ) = 0 and an algorithm which for given algorithm A produces a number a A such that A fails to give the correct answer for the question whether equation W (a A , n 1 , . . . , n k ) = 0 has a solution in (n 1 , . . . , n k ) . So, if in the example above one takes the function f 0 such that its size polynomial p 0 is the square of the W (a I , n 1 , . . . , n k ) and p = 1, p 1 = 0, then the type checker I fails to give the correct answer for e H . 2 The original formulation is about integer roots. However, both versions are equivalent and logicians consider natural roots.
For checking a particular expression it is sufficient to solve the corresponding sets of Diophantine equations. Type checking depends on decidability of variables n 1 , . . . , n m , n m+1 , . . . , n k is a set of equations n i = q i (n m+1 , . . . , n k ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ m. The expressions for n i are substituted into p = p and one trivially checks the equality of the two polynomials over n m+1 , . . . , n k in the axiomatics of the integers' ring. Recall that two polynomials are equal if and only if the coefficient at monomials with the same degrees of variables are equal.
Syntactical condition for decidability
The most simple way to ensure decidability is to require that all equations in D have the form n = c, where c is a constant. This would in particular exclude the example e H from above. As we will see below, this requirement can be fulfilled by imposing a syntactical condition on program expressions: "no let before match".
The refined grammar of the language is defined as the main grammar where the let-construct in e is replaced by let x = b in e nomatch with By induction on the length of the path, one can show that q = n − c for some size variable n ∈ FVS (τ 1 × . . . × τ k ) and some constant c. This uses the fact, that variables which are not free in an expression and pattern-matched may be introduced only by another pattern-matching, but not a let-binding. The technical report contains the full proof [11] .
Note, that prohibiting pattern matching in let-bodies is very natural, since it prohibits "risky" definitions of the form f (x) = g(f (f 0 (x))). Here x is a non-nil list, and f 0 is a function over lists, possibly with the property |f 0 (x)| ≥ |x|, with | · | denoting length, so termination of f becomes questionable. In a "shapely world" the condition |f 0 (x)| < |x| for all x starting from a certain x 0 , which ensures termination, implies |f 0 (x)| = |x| − c or |f (x)| = c for some constant c.
In principle, any program expression that does not do pattern matching on a variable bound by a let-expression may be recoded so that it satisfies the refined grammar and defines the same map. For instance, an expression
Of course, the syntactical condition of the theorem may be relaxed. One may allow expressions with pattern-matching in a let-body, assuming that functions that appear in let-bindings, like f 0 , give rise to solvable Diophantine equations. For instance, when p 0 is a linear function, one of the variables is expressed via the others and the constant and substituted into p 1 = p. Or, p 0 is a 1-variable quadratic, cubic or degree 4 equation. We leave relaxations of the condition for future work.
Method for Type Inference
Here we discuss type inference under the syntactical condition defined in the previous section. Since we consider shapely functions, there is a way to reduce type inference to type-checking using the well-known fact that a finite polynomial is defined by a finite number of points.
For each size polynomial in the output type of a given function, one assumes a hypothesis about the degree and the variables. Then, to obtain the coefficients, the function is run (preferably in a sand-box) as many times as the number of coefficients the polynomial has. This finite number of input-output size pairs defines a system of linear equations, where the unknowns are the coefficients of the polynomial. When (the sizes of the data-structures in) the set of input data satisfies some criteria known from the polynomial interpolation theory [4, 9] , the system has a unique solution. Input sizes that satisfy these criteria, which are nontrivial for multivariate polynomials, can be determined algorithmically.
The interpolation theory used in the previous paragraph finds the Lagrange interpolation of a size function. If the hypothesis about the degree and the variables of the size expression was correct, the Lagrange interpolation coincides with that desired size function. To check if this is the case, the interpolation is given to the type checking procedure. If it passes, it is correct. Otherwise, one may repeat the procedure for a higher degree of the polynomial.
The method, that is the sequence of such loops, non-terminates when -the function under consideration does not terminate on test data, -the function is non-shapely, -the function is shapely but the type-checker rejects it due to the type system's incompleteness (see 6.3). Note that no complete algorithm for shapelinesschecking exists, even for functions subject to the syntactical restriction.
The method infers polynomial size dependencies for a nontrivial class of shapely functions.
For instance, standard type inference for the underlying type system yields that the function cprod has the following underlying type cprod : L(α)×L(α) −→ L(L(α)). Adding size annotations with unknown output polynomials gives cprod : L p 2 (α) ). We assume p 1 is quadratic so we have to compute the coefficients in its presentation: x, y) = a 0,0 + a 0,1 x + a 1,0 y + a 1,1 xy + a 0 This defines the following linear system for the external output list: The unique solution is a 1,1 = 1 and the rest of coefficients are zero. To verify whether the interpolation is indeed the size polynomial, one checks if cprod : (L 2 (α) ). This is the case, as was shown in section 3.2.
As an alternative way of finding the coefficients, one could try to directly solve the systems defined by entailments D p = p . When the degree is assumed, the unknowns in these systems are the polynomial coefficients. However, the systems are nonlinear in general [11] . By combining testing with type checking we do not have to solve these nonlinear Diophantine equations anymore.
Semantics of the Type System
Informally, soundness of the type system ensures that "well-typed programs will not go wrong". This is achieved by demanding that, when a function is given meaningful values of the types required as arguments, the result will be a meaningful value of the output type.
In section 6.1, we formalize the notion of a meaningful value using a heapaware semantics of types and give an operational semantics of the language. Section 6.2 formulates the soundness statement with respect to this semantics and sketches the proof. The system is shown not to be complete in section 6.3.
